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IdealS BEYOND BORDERS.
20th June, World Refugee Day

CONTEXT
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20th of June is the World Refugee Day and we want to honor it by reflecting on the
actual situation on forzed migrations. In contrast with people, postcards don't find
problems to arrive in their destination, crossing borders by land, air or sea.
What if we make that our ideas of encouragement for migrant people,
refugees and asylum seekers cross those borders?
We want to create a global action, sending artistic postcards, that is going to be
included in the Erasmus + Project Books with life about young migrant and
refugee inclusion through the art.

AIM

Human Rights Declaration, Article 13.
1.Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the
borders of each state.
2. Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to
return to his country.
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PARTICIPANTS
People + 14
You don't need to be an artist to participate!

DEADLINE
14th June 00:00 (GMT + 2 )

HOW TO PARTICIPATE
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1.Create your drawing, illustration, collage, photography, etc
related with the aim of the call.
Size : A6 (105x148cm), 300 dpi

2. Send it by e-mail to gestionfractals@gmail.com with the following data:
Name , Nationality, Title, Small description (max 500 words) , social media links
(optional) and the message you'd love to send to a refugee, asylum seeker or migrant
person (optional)
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COPYRIGHT
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By participating, the author undertakes to:
1. Be the AUTHOR of the artistic work submited, not existing rights to thirds,
and taking the responsability of claims related to that. The intellectual
propierty is owned by the creator of the art work.
2. The summited creation is going to be printed for an art show and disseminated
with collaboration of other entities in order to be used as postcards and other
communication uses. Therefore, the organization (Fractals Educación artística)
reserves the right of broadcasting, and public or private showing in any
part of the world on its own account in social media, printing and retrospectives,
always with the creator's recognition with name and social media (if requested)

DATA PROTECTION POLICY
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Responsible: CULTURAL ASSOCIATION FRACTALS EDUCACION ARTISTICA CIF
G98902299, Calle Beata Inés10 46018-VALENCIA.
The purpose of the data processing for which you give your consent will be to
manage the work and the required data. The only information that will be
published is the name of the author of the work and the social network (if you
share it with us) that links you to the work in order to promote your work. The data
provided will be kept as long as you do not request the cessation, the relationships
continue to be maintained as indicated in the contract or other applicable laws
force their conservation. They will not be transferred to third parties in any case
except legal obligation. By accepting participation in this contest you agree that
Fractals can manage your data as described in this paragraph. You have the right
to access, rectify or request its deletion when the data is no longer necessary for
the purposes that were collected in the terms provided in the Law, which you can
exercise by writing to the person responsible for them at the address indicated
above. You can consult additional information at
http://www.aemol.com/clausulas.php? G98902299.

EXCLUSIONS
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Todas aquellas obras que atenten contra los derechos humanos, con mensajes
racistas, homófobos, etc, o cualquier forma que fomente el odio. Y todas las obras
que no respeten los derechos de autor mencionados anteriormente.

